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Mission Statement 

 

At St Thomas’ School we seek to create a warm and caring environment where the self-
esteem and potential of all can be developed to the full. 

 
We promote Christian values, encouraging children to respect and to be responsible for 

themselves, others and the environment. 
 

Parents are welcome as partners in their children’s learning and we strive to work closely with 
home, church and the community. 

 
Aims 
Through thoughtful and carefully prepared homework tasks we aim to enable all 
children to: 

 take some responsibility for their learning; 

 develop the practice of independent study; 

 develop self -discipline and motivation; 

 revise, practise and retain learning; 

 consolidate work begun with teachers. 
 

In addition to this it is our belief that homework may also enable children to progress 
more quickly. 
 
Objectives 
In order to make the best opportunity out of homework tasks: 
 

 teachers will set homework tasks, which are achievable after a full day at 
school; 

 teachers will set tasks that are easily integrated within a family routine. 

 the Reception class teacher will phase in reading homework during the first 
term; 

 teachers in Years 5 and 6 will gradually increase the amount of homework 
set, in preparation for the transition to high school. 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Homework Policy 



 
School Expectations 
We anticipate that homework tasks will be set every week.  If you have given your 
child support to complete the task, please tell us by initialling the piece of work.  
Please do not exceed the guided times. If children have not completed the task make 
a note for the teacher on the piece of homework. 
   

Reception:  Reading, including key words: approximately ten minutes per 
night ,    phased in during term one. 

Year 1   Reading: approximately ten minutes per night 

 Spelling practice –aim for 3 sessions of 5 minutes per week 
In addition to this during the summer term there will be regular 
multiplication table practice 

Year 2   Reading: ten minutes per night 

 Spelling practice aim for 3 sessions of 5 minutes per week 

 Regular multiplication table practice  
During the second half of the Spring term one piece of English or 
Maths related work (No more than 10 minutes per task) 

Year 3 & 4  Reading:  fifteen minutes per night 

 Spelling activity /investigation 

 Regular multiplication table practice 

 One Writing or maths tasks (alternate weeks) (No more than 20 
minutes per task) 

When appropriate, one other task related to any area of the curriculum.
        

Year 5 & 6  Reading: twenty minutes per night 

 One English task / spelling activity (No more than 15 minutes 
per task) 

 One maths task (No more than 15 minutes per task) 
When appropriate, other tasks related to any area of the curriculum. 
To prepare for transition to High School children in Year 5 & 6 will be 
given additional activities as appropriate. 

  
Books sent home with children are the full responsibility of the child and 
parents/guardians.  
 



Parent/Guardian Guidelines for Homework 
 
Reading 
 
Reading is, in our view, the most important aspect of work at home, which is why we 
have placed a greater emphasis on this area than any other.  As they progress 
through school children will have access to books from the library as well as the 
school reading scheme. Any book that your child brings home from school can be 
used in your home reading time. It is our wish that children read a variety of books in 
order to extend their love of reading.  
 
Therefore if you have books at home that you would like to share with your child 
during their homework time that is acceptable, especially if they have already finished 
the set book from school.  As children become more fluent at reading it will become 
appropriate for them to read independently and we ask you to sign their log to show 
that they have done so. (This would be a suitable time for you to discuss the book 
with your child in order to check their understanding). 
 
For those children that are confident readers we will provide extension activities to 
the school reading scheme books that will develop their understanding of the text. 
 
Questions to help your child 

At Key Stage 1 
Before opening the book 
Do you know anything about the book already?  
Do you know any of the characters/people in this story? 
 
Helping to read words 
What do you do if you get stuck on a word?  
What part of the word would you look at first?  
Can you show me what you do? 
What sound does this letter make?  
What word is that when we put those sounds together? 
Say the word for me? 
 
Understanding what you are reading 
Why do you think X [a character] did that? 
Why do you think Y [an event] happened? 
What do you think will happen next? 
 
General conversation  
Do you like this book? Why? 
What are your favourite (sorts of) books?  
What books has your teacher read to the class that you enjoyed? 
 
Do you feel you are a good reader? What’s easy? What’s difficult? How do you think 
you could get even better as a reader? 

 
  



At Key Stage 2  
Before opening the book 
Why did you choose this book? 
Did you know anything about it before you started reading it?  
Could you tell me what’s happened so far [fiction] or what this book is about [non-
fiction]? 
 
Helping to read words 
What do you do if you don’t know a word? 
[Return to a word that the child hesitated on or mispronounced] 
Have you come across this word before? 
How did you know how to say it?  
Are there any clues in the word?  
Does it look like any other words you know? 
Do you know what the word means or can you work out what it means (in this 
sentence)? 
What other word could the author have used that means the same sort of thing? 
 
Understanding what you are reading 
Why do you think X [a character] did that? 
How do you think X is feeling at the moment? Show me what words/phrases tell us 
that. 
Why do you think Y [an event] happened? 
What do you think will happen next? What makes you think that? 
How do you think the author wants us to feel at this moment? What is she/he trying 
to do here? 
 
General conversation  
Have you read any other books/poems by this author? 
Have you read books like this one by someone else? Which ones? 
What sorts of books do you enjoy the most/least? 
Who is your favourite author? Why do you like her/his books? What would you say to 
recommend them to other people? 
Do you enjoy reading? 
How do you find out about new books or authors that you might want to read? 

How long do you think it will take you to finish this book? 

 



How can you help your child with their spelling tasks? 
 
Spellings and spelling investigations will be assessed at least fortnightly.  This will 
include the ability to use those words within written tasks that will show 
understanding.  The spelling being assessed will be provided  
You could:  

 Use the look, cover, write, check method. 

 Write sentences using the words. 

 Find other words with the same spelling rule 

 Find synonyms (words that have the same meaning) 
 
Multiplication Tables 
Children will be assessed every week on their times tables and will need to know 
them to use throughout their mathematics work during the week.  
You could: 

 Chant your times tables 

 Ask quick fire questions 

 Put questions in word problems or everyday situations. 

 Learn tricks or find patterns within the times table. 

 Use websites related to times tables (see appendix) 
 
Other tasks 
 
There may be occasions when a child has not completed a task within school and will 
be asked to do so, in addition to normal set homework. On these occasions we would 
appreciate your support in completing the task as soon as possible. 
 
What else can you do to support your child at home? 
 
We all want the best for each and every child in our school and there are so many 
ways in which you can support our efforts. Here are a few general suggestions: 
 

 Join the local library and enjoy the huge variety of books available for free; 

 Read household measures – scales, jugs, rulers, tape measures; 

 Read thermometers on the oven or freezer; 

 Any baking activity; 

 Tell the time – analogue or digital – work out how long a programme lasts; 

 Read timetables: bus or train (paper or on the internet); plan a journey to a 
relative’s house;  

 Discuss ‘best value’ as you walk around the supermarket – one large bottle of 
water or six small ones on special offer; 

 Play games: Scrabble, Boggle, Chess, Snakes and Ladders, Monopoly 
Dominoes, Suduko; 

 Do word searches, crosswords; 

 Use a catalogue to set challenges: how many toys can you buy for £50? If I 
buy these two items how much change will I have from £20? 

 Let the children plan a holiday to a budget you set them, using travel 
brochures. 

 
We do want doing homework to be a positive, enriching process. Always contact us if 
you have any queries and only allow your child to spend a reasonable amount of 
time on their work.  If you know that there is something which will help us improve 
this process, please let us know. 
 
The staff team 


